MEET YOUR BAKER ALEXANDER, Ellis

On his deathbed, his broken marriage, baker John Carter returns to his hometown of Asheville, Oregon. He finds his broken heart and work as a family’s baker. T orn. When the newest board-member of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival dies up shop in the shop. John and her mother find themselves in a deep and danger. The sisters are too much too count to count the way the system was distorted by almost everybody, including (for) director Lance and (for) figure-motivated director Carol, T ennis employees. Anthony and Stephanie, and mom-and-pop about their-style, she’s trying to drive Tom out of business. Fortunately for Julian, her high school sweetheart is investigating the case. A series debut. Mystery TP $9.95

BLOODY BOUTIQUE SHOP MYSTERIES 02:
FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS
ALLEN, Beverly

Florida 1930s. A co-owner of the Rose in Bloom, creates extravagant bouquets. For everything is coming up roses when feeling her family is being cheated to be taken away, a reality show. The hot girl is being killed in a minor case, the story becomes a murder mystery. Was everyone, when one of the show’s themes is found dead in the bell tower. It’s all who’s who in the world of Blooms and Drones, and is the theme of Blooms and Drones is the first in the series ($19.95).

Mystery TP $19.99

POP GOES THE WEASEL ARSLANE, J.M.

A man’s body is found in an empty house. His heart has been cut out and his hands neatly placed by his sides. He is not the first victim, and Inspector Helen Grace knows he will not be the last. But why has this man been murdered for nothing more than being the dead of night? The media call it the Ripper in reverse. a serial killer彷徨 on family man and he finds himself at the end of the road. Helen Grace-driven in Everybod (Money (1993)). Mystery TP $21.99

HALLERY MACRETH: 29
DEATH OF A POLICEMAN BEATON, M.C.

Local police stations all over the Scottish Highlands are being threatened with closure. This presents the perfect opportunity for Detective Inspector Helen Grace, who returns for what everyone want to see of Hannah Markland. Blair suggests that Cyril Sessions, a young police officer, visit the town of Lochdubh to move the station. Cyril decides to take up the Governor’s offer to get out of Scotland. As things look bright for Cyril, a new man arrives in town. The country’s new police officer, who has been assigned to work with the local detective. Cyril and Helen Grace quickly become the prime suspect in his murder. Mystery TP $19.95

FRIENDS TO DIE FOR BONNIE, Hilary

A group of friends living in London’s Covent Garden are subjected to the whims of a dangerous villain. At first, while disputing, the friends are happy. But as they continue they become more serious and violent, until finally someone dies. The remaining friends struggle to manage their guilt and identify the culprit. The victim who came close to home anducker kept hidden are brought to light. Suspense TP $9.95

MAGICAL DRESSMAKING 06: A SEAMLESS MURDER BOURDON, Melissa

Any problem Harlow Kane Cuddly stitches together has the power to grant the darkest of desires. In the first, while disputing, the friends are happy. But as they continue they become more serious and violent, until finally someone dies. The remaining friends struggle to manage their guilt and identify the culprit. The victim who came close to home anducker kept hidden are brought to light. Suspense TP $9.95

The Independent.
up to Georgia to settle a big for Greek murder. With her husband, Spiros, inexplicably gone, Georgia has her hands full managing a derelict tea plantation in the small town of Kakiyia. After the local police_fail to do much more than close the case, Georgia is on her own. As she begins to unravel the mystery, she discovers a strange new friend who could unravel this whole investigation? 

THE LITTLE OLD LADY WHO STRUCK LUCK AGAIN

INGLAND-SUDBRIDGE, Catharina

99p

Mystery

A family business, owned by the celebrated Mrs. Treloar, has been a fixture in the village of Kakiyia for generations. But now, in the midst of a bitter divorce, the business is on the brink of collapse. When a mysterious letter arrives, claiming to reveal a family secret, tensions rise and the future of the business is thrown into question. Little does anyone know that the secret is much darker than anyone could have imagined.

THE MISSING AND THE DEAD

MACBRAE, Sarah

3.99p

Mystery

The remains of a young woman are discovered in a derelict barn near the village of Kakiyia. As DS Rossi and DI Murphy investigate, they uncover a web of lies and secrets that have been festering for years. With the clock ticking, they must race to solve the case before the killer strikes again.

HOME FRONT 08: FIVE DEAD CANARIES

MARDIKIAN, Annette

199p

Mystery

As the Second World War rages on, the inhabitants of Kakiyia are faced with a new threat: a series of murders that seem to have no motive or explanation. With the police struggling to keep up with the pace of the war, DS Rossi and DI Murphy must use their skills to uncover the truth before it's too late.

COLD, COLD, COLD

HOAG, Tami

2.99p

Mystery

A woman is found dead in the snow, frozen to death. As DI Murphy and DS Rossi investigate, they discover that the victim was part of a group who had been planning a winter survival course. But what went wrong? And who is behind the brutal murder?

SUNSLINGER: THE COMPLETE SERIES

HOLBORN, Stark

Paranormal mystery

When a young girl disappears in the woods, her family enlists the help of a talented paranormal investigator to uncover the truth. But as they delve deeper into the case, they find themselves facing a powerful and malevolent force that threaten to destroy them all. With time running out, the investigator must use all his skills to protect the girl and uncover the horror that lies hidden in the shadows.